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With a background in architecture,
Ray Liu wishes to bridge the space
between architecture and writing—to
write content about architecture that
is easily consumable by those outside
the niche field. He is an aspiring
author in fiction, a lover of all music
genres, a skincare enthusiast, and a
lifelong fan of Japanese animation
legend Hayao Miyazaki.

If Iain isn’t writing, he’s probably
asleep or playing one of his many
guitars. Iain writes a lot about real
estate, sports and travel. He’s also
a devoted fan of his rollercoaster,
hometown soccer club, Motherwell FC.

Florence loves making new
connections and sharing the stories
of inspiring creatives from around
the world. She founded Pendulum
Magazine three years ago as a space
to help readers discover up and
coming talent. A food photographer
with a sweet tooth, she travels the
world with her camera documenting
candid city scenes and her extensive
culinary adventures.

Sandra’s curiosity for people,
places, and stories led to her
decade-long career as a writer.
Based in Vancouver, she stays busy
as a freelancer, writing for major
publications, and has screenplays and
a novella to her name. She spends all
her money in used bookshops.

CHEF

Alex Chen is a classically trained chef
who got his first taste of the restaurant
industry as a dishwasher and busboy in
Vancouver. He’s come a long way since
then, leading Team Canada in the
2013 Bocuse d’Or, opening Boulevard
Kitchen & Oyster Bar in 2014, and
winning gold at the 2018 Canadian
Culinary Championships.

Alex and wife Elizabeth are raising
their two children to respect cultural
touchstones and the time-honoured
traditions Alex learned in his mother’s
kitchen: the love and care that go
into cooking for family and loved
ones, and an affinity for the bounty of
fresh produce, proteins and seafood
available year-round from local farms,
fields and fisheries.

@chefalexchen

ALEX CHEN
VANCOUVER

EXECUTIVE CHEF,
SIGNATURE RESTAURANTS

For sponsorship, partnership, or advertising opportunities please contact bschroeder@aspac.ca
ASPAC is pleased to print Haute 100% carbon-neutral.
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HAUTE.
First, thank you for diving into the inaugural issue of
Haute by ASPAC Developments.

T

he promise we make to our homeowners is Enlightened

For Nancy Bendtsen, it’s liquid sunshine. For Chef Chen, it’s delicious

Living. Put simply, our goal is to build homes that help

clams, mussels and spot prawns. For others it’s a healing cup of tea, a

enlightened homeowners to live their best life — whatever

walk in the woods, or a lifetime of artistic inspiration.

they want it to be.

According to the USGS, 60% of our body weight is water — and

Haute is an extension of the efforts we take to make everything

our brain is 75% water. And if you live in Vancouver, my guess is

we do more meaningful. It’s a way for us to curate stories, photo

that the percentage is a little higher! So, drink up this issue and

essays, people and places that manifest Enlightened Living. I hope

soak up the summer.

you make new discoveries, become intrigued, and are delighted or
surprised with every issue we put out.
On to our first issue — Water.

Ryan

For most of us, this post-COVID summer will be the strangest season
of our lives. We’re trying to get back to normal, whatever normal is.

Ryan Laurin
Editor

Living here in Vancouver, normal means meeting up with friends on a
waterfront patio for drinks and fresh seafood, picnicking on the beach,

The views and opinions expressed in Haute are those of the authors and

or getting out on the waves on a paddle board or open sea swimming.

interviewees, not ASPAC Developments or its parent company.

The common thread is water, mostly salty, but fresh too. Water is the
lifeblood of our city, even when it comes in the form of rain.
Sometimes, some of us become the fortunate few who find a place
that feels so natural and so appropriate that it’s almost impossible to
convey to others exactly how it makes us feel. It’s a place that calms
us, excites, reminds us how it feels to be alive in the most dynamic
way. For me it’s in water.
This first issue of Haute is ASPAC’s homage to the life-giving liquid
that makes our city so unique. We’ve gathered together some of the
brightest and best in architecture, design, cuisine and fashion to
celebrate our watery world.

Ryan Laurin and Dante Cester of CESAR Kitchens
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Hawaii

Kauai, Hawaii
The social spaces of the Guest House are oriented to face
the ocean to take in the breathtaking views

The quintessential aloha

E

arly summer in Kauai, HI. A gentle breeze dances across
soft sand and waves the leaves of soaring palms. Morning
sunshine creeps past the door frame on the first floor of

Hale Nukumoi.
Early risers can be heard preparing their breakfast in the open
kitchen, bare feet padding across the sand-coloured flooring. You
wake to the sound of the ocean, gentle waves lapping the shore. The
two L-shaped structures — the main house and guest house — are
oriented toward the water to embrace breathtaking views.
Those used to having a morning swim are doing their rhythmic
strokes in the outdoor pool located just behind the main house.
“The family had been coming here for generations,” says Stacy Stone,
Principal of Stone Interiors. “A large part of the design program was
accommodating their extended family and making sure everyone
could have a comfortable spot in all of the gathering spaces.”
The design is open, casual, and unfussy with a focus on
comfortable, flexible space that speaks to the history and geology
of the island. The home’s palette seems to spring from the land and
sea: coral-coloured concrete, peeled ohia logs, and dark tile that
recalls nearby lava flows.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

MATTHEW MILLMAN

The sunny nook makes for the perfect reading spot
with a large window drawing in the island breeze
Sand-coloured floors and walls run through the interior, with ceilings and cabinetry clad in wood to match the ceiling beams

Although the location of the residence is just steps from the popular

WALKER WARNER ARCHITECTS DESIGN TEAM

Poipu Beach Park, both the main house and guest house make use of

Principal: Greg Warner
Senior Project Manager: Thomas Clapper
Architectural Staff: Aaron Zube, Rob Campodonico, Philip Viana

oversized sliding doors, a custom rain screen, and layered plantings for
privacy. Lush, landscaped pathways sheltered by a canopy of coconut
palms connect the buildings and maintain sightlines of the beach.

PROJECT TEAM
Walker Warner Architects (architecture)
Stone Interiors (interior design)
Lutsko Associates (landscape architecture)
R.S. Weir General Contracting (builder)

“We felt it was important that you could always sense the beach
from anywhere on the property,” shares Ron Lutsko, Jr. of Lutsko
Associates. “Large apertures through and between buildings keep
you connected to the ocean. Even within some of the more intimate

WALKERWARNER.COM

courtyards, the coconut palms are a constant reminder of the beach.”
The ideal spot to end the day on a quiet note would be on the

Parts of this article have been reproduced with the kind permission

second-floor patio of the guest house, which connects to the

of architects Walker Warner.

recreation room. The sun burns a fiery orange as it sinks into the
sea — another picture-perfect day framed by Hale Nukumoi.

AUTHOR

FLORENCE LEUNG
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“WE FELT IT WAS
IMPORTANT THAT
YOU COULD ALWAYS
SENSE THE BEACH
FROM ANYWHERE ON
THE PROPERTY,”
– Ron Lutsko, Jr. of Lutsko Associates

The copper mesh rain screen adds a layer of
privacy on the park side of the home, while
artfully mitigating run-off from the roof

9

The furnishings are modest and comfy utilizing a natural
colour palette and on wheels to enable easy rearrangement

ART & DESIGN

ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Sandbars 04, Bahamas, 2017

H

One photographer’s
oceanic journey

umans have historically gravitated towards living by the
water. As vapour, liquid, and solid, its ever-evolving form
fascinates us and holds a mysterious ability to soothe,

calm, and inspire.
Photographer David Burdeny has invested several years in a
journey to document the mesmerised oceans. Through his series of
captivating photographs, he attempts to distil the essence of how
water instils in us a sense of peace, unity, and wellbeing.
We spoke to Burdeny to discover how he creates his powerful images
and how his style has evolved over the years.
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Nets Study 5, China, 2017

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHY?

WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INSPIRATION TO START A SERIES?

Photography has taken me to some of the most beautiful, strange,

Curiosity is key. I’m inspired mainly by that which I do not know. I

and fascinating places you can imagine. I’m often out photographing

often pick a location, be it a city, a country, or area, and just go there

during odd hours of the day or night — always alone for several

because it interests me on a personal level. I may spend minutes or

hours at a time waiting for the exposure to run its course or simply

days there, but I don’t know until I arrive. I first travelled to Egypt

waiting for the right conditions. In our hurried world, it’s a great

because I’ve had a fascination with the place ever since I was a child

luxury to slow down and feel time pass by while watching the snow

and wanted to fulfill a personal desire to stand in front of the earth’s

fall, or the stars move over your head. It’s this meditative aspect of

earliest architecture. Half of me was there to make photographs, and

the process that I love so much.

the other half was there for personal reasons.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE A CAREER IN PHOTOGRAPHY INSTEAD OF
ARCHITECTURE?

HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHEN TO CLOSE OFF A SERIES? WHY HAVE YOU
INTENTIONALLY KEPT THE OCEANS SERIES OPEN?

My earliest work, such as the colour abstracted “DRIFT” series and the

I often use typology as an organising element within the series. The

first black and white seascapes of Japan, France, and the West Coast

Russian Metro (“A Bright Future”), Italian and French interiors over

of Canada, was developed in sync with the aesthetics and ideals of my

the years, (“Traces of Time”), and the Prairie Town series are good

Architecture graduate studies at the University of Manitoba.

examples of that, and just like a book, it needs to have a beginning,
middle, and end. Making it longer does not necessarily make it

But being an artist is a full-time job if you want to do it well. At

better, and by virtue of the typology mechanism, it’s only as strong

least it is for the kind of work I do, so there came the point where I

as its weakest link. They are meant to be seen as a whole, so I edit

realised I had to pick one vocation or the other, or they would both

tirelessly, much like a coach would assemble a hockey team, where

suffer. It wasn’t an easy decision and I backed out of it a few times,

each player’s skills enhance the other players. The oceans, on the

but I went with what my heart says is right and decided to focus

other hand, are very different. I often do typology studies of them

all my efforts on photography. A decision I will never regret as it

as well, but they are so incredibly plastic as a subject matter I could

has changed and enriched my life in so many ways. This was after

stand in one spot for the rest of my life and make a new image every

my North I South series of images from Iceland, Greenland, and

day. It’s an impossibly steep learning curve — too vast a subject with

Antarctica in 2008.

endless possibilities and never feels resolved.
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Polignano a Mare (midday), Bari, Italy, 2016

Sasameyuki, Sea of Okhotsk, Hokkaido, Japan, 2017

OF THE DIFFERENT BODIES AND FORMS OF WATER IN A NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT THAT YOU COULD HAVE CHOSEN TO CAPTURE, WHY DID
YOU CHOOSE OCEANS AS THE THEME?

WHICH OCEAN WOULD YOU WANT TO PHOTOGRAPH NEXT? WHY?

I think we as humans are hardwired to love bodies of water, the

2002 — remote areas — usually the northwest coast. I had two

Returning to the shoreline of Japan will be the first place I go
when I’m allowed to do so. I started shooting images there in

ocean in particular. It was here that the earliest life stemmed, and

trips planned for 2020, and I plan to pick up where I left off before

water is the essential element on earth for our continued existence. I

the world closed down.

firmly believe our bodies know this, which sets up a reciprocal effect
of peacefulness, unity, and a sense of wellbeing. I feel all this when

KOSTUIKGALLERY.COM

I’m on the shore looking out — and with the images I make, I try to
capture a small part of those feelings.

@jkostuikgallery

HOW IS SHOOTING WATER UNIQUELY DIFFERENT FROM OTHER ELEMENTS
OF NATURE?

All photographs: Copyright David Burdeny Photography, Courtesy of
Kostuik Gallery

Where you stand plays a significant role. By simply elevating yourself
either on a hillside or placing the camera under a drone, or going up
in a helicopter, the water’s surface becomes less opaque and flooded
with color. This elevated viewpoint allows you to see all the plants
and lifeforms living below the surface. You begin to understand this
isn’t just a body of water but a whole ecosystem.
OF THE VARIOUS OCEANS YOU HAVE PHOTOGRAPHED, WHICH HAS HAD
THE MOST POWERFUL IMPACT ON YOU? WHY?

A difficult question and almost like trying to pick a favorite child.
Each one is equally beautiful and equally different. Crossing the
Drake Passage to Antarctica in fifty-foot swells amidst massive
tabular icebergs was a humbling experience and a reminder of just

AUTHOR

how physically insignificant we are as humans. In Greenland, I saw
first-hand the effects of climate change and the impact it’s had on
the landscape and the people who make it their home. The small
fishing villages in Asia are just so poetic, with their humbleness and
centuries-long connection to the ocean.

FLORENCE LEUNG
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Blue Quadrilateral, Great Salt Lake, UT, 2017

Drift 21, English Bay, Vancouver, Canada, 2003
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Rising Moon, Maui, Hawaii, 2012
14

Cava Bianco III, Carrara, IT, 2018
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Nancy Bendtsen, co-owner and designer at Inform Interiors

I love the smell
of petrichor in
the morning ….
16

Nancy Bendtsen is co-owner and designer extraordinaire
at Inform Interiors, one of ASPAC’s long-term partners for
furniture, interior decor and housewares.

A

s you would expect from a well-travelled design mind, Nancy

WATER IS HOME

has dipped a discerning toe in almost every type of water

I got involved in alternative energy and moved to Calgary. I was

you can imagine, from Toronto to Moscow. Even so, her

working to help change the world by having cars running on

favourite water is right here in Vancouver. But it may not be the H2O

compressed natural gas — we didn’t get far with that did we?! But

you were expecting. We caught up with her at her oceanside home on

finally we moved to Vancouver. And I literally got out of the car and

the Sunshine Coast.

said This. Is. Home.

FIRST WATER MEMORY

My God, I love it here. What I love about the water here is I love the

Probably having a bath as a child. But also learning to swim; learning

rain and I love the way it smells. Like even this morning, I just woke

was horrid. I was the eldest of my brothers and sisters, and grew up

up and went to the window — and it had rained a little bit overnight

in Scarborough, Toronto. It was cold and horrible, and I was a little

and it’s — aaaaahhh! (Turns out the word for that fresh rain smell is

bit scared and alone.

petrichor. Who knew?)

SALT OR FRESH?

Even when you come out of the airport, you just smell the moisture.
Water on the lichen, the cedar, the firs, water on the granite, on the

I love looking at the ocean. But probably — for swimming — a fresh

bedrock. I love the rain here.

lake or a pool, as opposed to the sea. There’s too many weird things
in the sea.

We have two homes here — we built a house in West Van about 25
years ago, with a view of the ocean, and all the happenings on the

I get seasick so I like it to be really flat. We have paddleboards. But

ocean. We have a fantastic app called Marine Traffic where you can

really Nancy is a lounger. Give me my sun hat, a Kindle and a glass of

actually investigate every boat or ship that’s out on the water —

water, no ice.

where it’s going even.

STILL OR SPARKLING?

About three years ago we bought a place on the Sunshine Coast. I

Still. I love drinking water, I love tea and coffee too but I would

don’t need much here. We’re on the ocean — and we have a pool.

always prefer more water.

We’ve got three kids and now we have grandkids, so we wanted a
bigger place where people could come and hang. It was supposed to

Strangely, the best water I ever drank was in Moscow. When I was

be a weekend place but with COVID we’ve been here more.

14, I did my Centennial Project. We had a thing called Ship School
— I worked two and a half years to earn my fare: $977! We flew to

THE ART OF RAIN

London, got on an old British troop carrier and sailed around. We

Oki Sato is a Japanese artist who went to school in Toronto. He’s also

went up to Leningrad (now St Petersburg) and then took a train to

known as Nendo. He did a project in Milan a few years ago with a

Moscow. That was the first time water quality really hit me — at a

collection of 50 clear bottles. It was the most fabulous celebration

hotel in Moscow. They served water and it was the most exquisite

of words for rain in the Japanese language. It opened up my mind to

water I ever had in my life. Never tasted anything like it since.

rain in a different way. Japanese has specific words for rain ‘when it
takes the pollen off the leaves’ or ‘a rain that happens at sunset.’

GROWING UP IN THE MISTAKE ON THE LAKE

We used to go to Centre Island in Toronto. My grandmother took us

FINAL WORD ON WATER

there on a little ferry. That’s when I was really young. Later we moved

I always say to people from out of town — it rains here. Don’t move

to a house that had a view of the lake. My parents bought a cottage

here! (Laughing!)

north of Toronto, near Gravenhurst on Lake Muskoka.
LIVING BY THE SEINE

@informinteriors

I did my first year of architecture in Paris. When I was there in the

This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.

early seventies, you couldn’t get along the banks like you can now. But
I had a wonderful chambre de bonne when I was an au pair and I
had the most phenomenal view over the Gare d’Orsay (now the Musée
AUTHOR

d’Orsay) all the way to Sacré-Coeur. It was a seven-storey walk-up.
WORKING ON WATER STREET

Our store is on Water Street and we bought it in 1970. Now we have
two stores, one across from the other. Originally, Water Street was

IAIN FERGUSON

on the water until the CPR filled in the shoreline to make the tracks
and the station.
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Artist’s impression of the proposed
ASPAC towers on Alberni Street
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THE
GEOMETRY
OF WATER
ASPAC’s new towers respond
to the harbour

T

he word landmark, in the sense that you can navigate your
way in a city by reference to the structure, is often applied
to buildings that are not worthy of the name. With global

architecture firm Pelli Clarke Pelli’s body of work, it’s hard to
find a building that’s not a genuine landmark. Their new projects
include Riverview Plaza overlooking the Yangtze in Wuhan, the XJH
Centre in Shanghai, and Union Park in downtown Toronto. And
their portfolio contains some of the highest towers ever built, what
architects call supertalls, including the famous Petronas Towers in
Kuala Lumpur.
Now, Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects (PCPA) are bringing their technical
mastery of the tower form to Vancouver, as designers of ASPAC’s
Alberni Street development. Haute was fortunate to book a slot in
the busy schedules of Principal Gregg Jones and Associate Principal
Rob Narracci who spoke to us from PCPA’s headquarters in New
Haven, Connecticut.

HOW DOES THE ALBERNI PROJECT FIT WITH YOUR OTHER PROJECTS FOR
THE KWOK FAMILY, THE OWNERS OF ASPAC?

GJ: We have a long, long partnership with the family going back to the
1990s when we won an international competition for what was to be
the last and tallest high-rise tower in Hong Kong, right on top of the
train station. It started there — and in the 2000s we worked on their
first major project on the mainland, in Shanghai. Just a couple of years
ago they came to us — they said it’s a personal, family project. They
had just acquired a remarkable site [on Alberni]. The history of our
interaction is that we’ve been able to bring fresh creativity but we’re
keenly aware that things have to work really well. We bring exciting
new ideas to very complicated and very difficult problems.

19

Shanghai

XJH Centre (ITC), Shanghai, China

Shanghai International Finance Center
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Hong Kong

Malaysia

IFC Tower, Hong Kong
Petronas Towers, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

WHAT SPECIAL PROBLEMS DOES THIS SENSITIVE SITE IN
VANCOUVER POSE?

WHAT’S GOING TO BE THE MOST DRAMATIC ASPECT OF THE BUILDING
FOR OWNERS?

GJ: Being this close to the water and to the park, we don’t see it as

GJ: There’s not going to be a bad view in the building — the harbour,

limiting. We chose to embrace it.

Stanley Park, sea on two sides. We’ve created balconies that are 12
foot deep at the top of the tower and 8 to 10 feet deep at the lower

RN: The Vancouverism of the pencil tower, through-views, and

levels. As often as we could, we tried to create outdoor rooms. And

limitations on floor plates was new for us. A great challenge and a fun

these are not shaped like typical balconies in the city — they’re

challenge. And there was the limiting factor of shadowing public parks.

curved glass.

IS THIS ONE OF YOUR MOST POETIC TOWERS?

HOW WILL YOU LOOK BACK ON THIS BUILDING IN TEN YEARS TIME?

GJ: When you come to Vancouver for the first time, you see the

GJ: These towers will always have a fresh and fluid presence. An

fascinating relationship of sky to water, reflection, the colour of light,

observer will see a very interesting resonance with what they see on

the movement. You can’t come away without appreciating that.

the skyline and how it maps out onto Vancouver.

RN: We created a presentation for the client where we showed

RN: That’s the kind of thing they don’t teach you in architecture

images of ships in the water. It was like a haiku for the building —

school! It comes from working all over the world, being very

water as the bridge between earth and sky, gentle, bold, intersecting,

observant, taking a deep breath of the place and understanding what

folding, floating upward, lifting the sky.

a city is all about.

GJ: The minute you get anything moving on the water in the harbour

GJ: Our approach to architecture is always responsive. But this

you get complex geometries constantly changing over the surface.

particular project is more responsive — it has a very special signature.

We said let’s deliver on all the efficiencies but overlay the motion of
water, its transformation and flow, and drape that over the building.

PCPARCH.COM

HOW WILL PEOPLE FROM THE STREET EXPERIENCE THE BUILDING?

This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.

GJ: Practically every balcony is different. They migrate and drift
across the facade in gradual, flowing, undulating forms that are
shaped by the sea. We’re really hoping to bring impressions of the
harbour to the building, blurring the distinction between what’s

AUTHOR

cloud-like and wave-like.
RN: It’s a testament to ASPAC that the variation between the two
towers didn’t faze them.

IAIN FERGUSON

GJ: The whole building is going to be constantly changing — it’s very
photo-reactive.
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Micah Johnson’s Aku dreams of going into space

Why NFTs could
transform art

We were fortunate to be able to interview two NFT insiders:
Jacquelin Napal and Kat Emery. They are co-founders of Art Angels,
a contemporary art gallery based in Los Angeles known as a first
mover in working with artists on NFT drops.
HOW DID ART ANGELS FIRST LEARN ABOUT NFTS AND THEIR POTENTIAL
FOR THE ART INDUSTRY?

Non-fungible tokens, known as NFTs, have experienced an enormous
wave of interest. But what are they exactly?

About a year ago, we began hearing about NFTs by word of mouth

NFTs are collectibles, like one-of-a-kind digital trading cards. Owning

pretty involved in the crypto and technology spaces.

through artists and friends from other creative industries. Most were

an NFT signifies legal ownership of the underlying asset, which could
be a digital or physical item.

We began to educate ourselves and get involved with conversations to

Each time the NFT changes hands, the original creator receives a

quickly became a trend we embraced.

learn more about the potential of art in the technology space. NFTs

royalty payment, and the NFT will store the new owner’s information.
With physical goods that change hands, you often don’t know who

WHEN DID ART ANGELS HOST ITS FIRST NFT LAUNCH?

owned the item before you; with an NFT, the digital asset history

Our first NFT launch was in November of 2020 with artist

goes right back to the NFT’s creation. For the artist or creator, NFTs

Christopher Florentino, “FLORE,” on Nifty Gateway. We were unsure

are a new revenue stream, in perpetuity, instead of a one-off sale.

how things would continue to evolve, but we continued to drop and
test the marketplace to find what works.

The allure of NFTs for art collectors (and in general, anyone who
buys and collects NFTs) is the digital social currency it provides. You

WHAT KINDS OF OPPORTUNITIES DO NFTS PRESENT FOR
THE ART COMMUNITY?

own the asset but you also know who else has owned it.

We believe NFTs have opened the portal for art and technology

The attempt to correctly price this new type of social currency

to come together in a way that will inevitably push into private

explains why the market would pay so much for an NFT; Twitter

collections and public displays. As screens and technology have

founder Jack Dorsey’s first-ever tweet on the platform sold for $2.9M

become integrated into so many aspects of our daily lives, NFTs add

USD, and the famous ‘Disaster Girl’ meme sold for over $500,000.

an artistic component to society.

Aside from these outliers, NFTs stand to deliver long-term value to

For artists, the opportunity to expand their creative stories is

artists and brands. In the future, people will be able to showcase

enormous. We’re seeing a charcoal artist, like Micah Johnson, create

their NFT collection online, maybe even as part of their social media

a digital character, use different colour palettes, introduce new

profile where followers can see the digital assets they own. Not only

textures, and cultivate an entirely new storyline which all stems from

that, but picture a day in the future when the owner of the NFT is

his inner inspiration and journey.

paid every time the tweet is quoted online or the meme is used.
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Art Angels co-founders Jacquelin Napal (left) and
Kat Emery (right)

CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE END-TO-END PROCESS FOR THOSE WHO
AREN’T CLEAR ON HOW NFTS WORK FOR THE ART WORLD? FOR
EXAMPLE, HOW DOES ONE ‘PURCHASE’ NFT ART? DO THEY OWN IT?
HOW CAN THEY SELL IT?

ABOUT ART ANGELS

With flagship galleries in Los Angeles and Miami
and permanent art curations in Nobu Hotel Miami
Beach, Eden Roc Hotel Miami Beach and Catch
Restaurant Los Angeles, Art Angels was founded in
2013 by Jacquelin Napal and Kat Emery.

NFTs are digital artworks that have been minted (imprinted) onto
the Ethereum “crypto” blockchain. Which means everything about
the provenance of the art — where it was first purchased, sold, and
then resold — is forever stored digitally. It presents a lasting solution
to the authenticity of artwork and ensures royalties are given back
to the artist.

ARTANGELS.NET
@art_angels

Due to the fast growth of cryptocurrency, many people with a
stockpile of crypto funds are looking for investments. NFT art has

Photo Credit: Art Angels

offered a solution. All NFT art is purchased and resold through
various digital platforms, called marketplaces. Once you buy a piece,
it is yours to store and display just like physical artwork.
ARE NFTS ATTRACTING SEASONED ART COLLECTORS OR THOSE WHO
ARE NEW TO ART COLLECTING?

What has been so interesting about the NFT space is that the
collector community can be relatively anonymous. In the digital
sphere, seasoned art collectors are called whales who often keep
their identities under the radar. We see a new community emerging
between seasoned fine art collectors, new collectors, street culture
enthusiasts, crypto pioneers, and the list goes on. There is space for
everyone to explore, connect, and expand their interests outside the
confines of the regular art scene. The NFT space is mysterious, and
that’s what makes it fun.
DO YOU THINK NFTS ARE HERE TO STAY? WHY OR WHY NOT?

AUTHOR

Yes — we believe they will stay; we think they will continue to adapt
and change, and we also foresee the goldrush of NFTs calming down.
With the NFT space, it’s so important to approach the trend with an
open mind — we encourage everyone to think forward, consider the

FLORENCE LEUNG

technological advances that have already changed our homes and
spaces, and wonder who will become collectors of the future.
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PET GLASS
Milan-based Ichendorf
adds cute to water

W

hat’s in your cabinet? An enlightened lifestyle brings
meaning to even the most mundane activities. Like
pouring a glass of water. Thanks to Ichendorf, the humble

act of hydration can become a surreal safari to the petting zoo.
Designer Alessandra Baldereschi’s Animal Farm makes every sip a trip
to a tiny glass menagerie. The cutesy creatures at the bottom of bottles
and tumblers include a hippopotamus and a songbird on a branch.
Maybe you are inspired to try something a little harder than H2O?
If you want to spike a drink, maybe try the Hedgehog? A slow drink
with a friend: The Tortoise and The Snail. A quick drink: The Rabbit.
Baldereschi’s wild imagination brings a whimsical flavour to every
beverage you put in any of these seven tumblers, sixteen water jugs or
three bottles with caps. It’s certainly a conversation starter. When was
the last time you had a duck in your drink?

ICHENDORFMILANO.COM
Photo Credit: Ichendorf

AUTHOR

FLORENCE LEUNG
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Between the
Sun and the Moon,
everything is possible.
For all your long summer days and starry nights, Hollybridge is back.
The next phase of River Green’s wonderful waterfront location is
perfect for cocktails with friends, sunny afternoons lounging on the
deck and big family BBQs around the Roshults outdoor kitchen.
Celebrate all the summers to come. Two, three and four-bedroom
homes, with room for friends and family, for life indoors and out.

CHECK OUT OUR SUMMER PROMOTIONS JUNE 24-JULY 11

Everything is possible at Hollybridge.
Hollybridge. Where the stars align.

WWW.HOLLYBRIDGELIVING.COM

Swimmers can view real-time stats on Open Water

CYBERCITY

GET OUT
OF YOUR
LANE
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A swimmer’s point of view in Open Water using FORM goggles

Digital goggles for
a better swim

We use a waveguide display with freeform optics built right into the
goggles lens. It’s see-through, and you don’t have to refocus your eyes
to read it, so it’s like the data is floating in front of you.
The onboard computer detects what you’re doing as you swim and
feeds data to the display. It’s highly miniaturised and very low power,
so we have excellent battery life.
The phone app syncs with the FORM goggles so you can review

Swim Outside

your workouts, share them with friends, and customise what you see
in the goggles.
WHAT WAS THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE LAUNCH OF THE OPEN WATER
CAPABILITIES FOR FORM LAST YEAR?

For those of us who enjoy swimming, closed pools were one of the
many regrets of the global pandemic.

Open water has always been part of the next stage of development

Imagine our surprise (and delight) when we discovered that FORM’s

for FORM, as we have been consciously looking to complete the

Open Water features let you track your performance while swimming

experience provided by the FORM goggles by giving swimmers the

outdoors. Although we do have an Olympic Training Sized pool at

ability to access performance metrics in both the pool and open

our River Green masterplan community for residents, swimming in

water. With many pools still closed due to COVID, the timing just

the embrace of nature is a unique and challenging experience.

seemed right to bring this experience to our customer base.

The buoyancy of the ocean water, the colder temperature that

WHAT IS YOUR LONG-TERM VISION FOR FORM?

stimulates the muscles, and the sharpness of the fresh air as you

Our vision is to make swimming a source of joy for everyone. Not

power through the waves are all reasons to take your training to the

just serious swimmers who compete at the college level or do

sea. With the Open Water feature on FORM’s digital swim goggles,

triathlons. We believe everyone is born with the love of water, and we

swimmers can view real-time GPS performance metrics and heart

want people to come back to that feeling of wanting to spend time in

rate no matter where they train.

the pool, using our goggles to help them stay motivated, engaged and
help them fulfill their potential quicker.

We had the pleasure of speaking with FORM Founder, Dan
Eisenhardt, to share the inspiration behind the brand and the
product’s Open Water features. As with many successful products,

FORMSWIM.COM

Eisenhardt’s personal passion is the motivation for FORM.

Photo Credit: FORM

WHAT WAS THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND YOUR DECISION TO
LAUNCH FORM?

I swam competitively for 14 years. I’ve felt the pain of not being able
to access my metrics in real-time. I had the idea for swim goggles

AUTHOR

with a display in my MBA program back in 2006. For several reasons,
it couldn’t be done at the time.
YOU HAVE INTEGRATED SMART DIGITAL FEATURES INTO YOUR
PRODUCTS THAT ARE UNIQUE TO FORM. WHAT ARE THESE FEATURES?

FLORENCE LEUNG

You can boil the features in the FORM Smart Swim Goggles down to
three key components.
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Lingnan paintings concentrate on the use of white space

ART & DESIGN

Coffee Canvas
Spilled coffee paintings blend
Lingnan with modern inspiration
30

AUTHOR

FLORENCE LEUNG

Bright colours are a defining characteristic of Lingnan paintings

SPILLED COFFEE MAY BE A GOOD THING.

S

pilled coffee was a ‘happy accident’ for Asian-American

With just a few simple tools and a minimal colour palette, Wong

artist Anita Yan Wong, inspiring her collection of captivating

brings the canvas to life, illustrating intriguing facial expressions that

portraits depicting elegant, alluring women.

make you wonder what the story is behind each woman portrayed in
the portraits.

Wong is a 4th-generation Lingnan painter, a traditional Chinese
painting style that originated in southern China in the late

Remember Wong’s coffee portraits the next time you spill your coffee.

19th-century. Lingnan is known for its fusion of Chinese, Japanese

Unintended mistakes may lead to positive results and inspiration

and Western approaches.

down the road.

Wong worked as an Art Professor for over 15 years at MICA, SVA,

ANITAYANWONG.COM

and Temple University before returning to focus on her art in 2015.

Photo Credit: Anita Yan Wong

Her finely honed craft has gained international recognition and led
to collaborations with institutions such as The Millennium Alliance
for Humanity and the Biosphere, Stanford University, intending to
preserve China’s Lingnan Guo Hua wisdom.
To create her Coffee Portraits collection, Wong used just three
materials: coffee, ink, and a calligraphy brush. Simple, decisive
strokes combine with delicate touches to create shadows and depth
in the portraits. As with traditional Lingnan-style paintings, Wong
pays attention to the use of white space in her paintings. Here, the
white space defines the strong features of the women’s faces.
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STREAMS

Tune
into
Summer

W

e ear-tested these summer anthems on the spacious
decks at Hollybridge, on River Green’s glorious
waterfront. These tunes set the mood for a day in

the sun, sipping a refreshing cocktail or thirst-quenching beer.
Cheers!

SUNDAY BEST – SURFACES
“Feeling blessed, never stressed…
Got that sunshine on my Sunday best”
In our opinion, the best patio song of the summer

BREAK MY HEART – DUA LIPA
“I’m indecisive but this time I know for sure
I hope I’m not the only one that feels it all
Are you fallin’?”
An upbeat track capturing the thrill of summer romance

GOOD DAY – SURFACES
“Every moment just came together like
Two feet hangin’ in the water”
Just reading these lyrics made us feel more relaxed

SUMMERTIME – M.I.L.K
“Flowers popping, always gets me right
Splashin’ waters, goin’ for a dive
Up all night sippin’ lemonade
Night so bright, it could never fade”
The perfect depiction of summer we wish would never fade

WATERMELON SUGAR – HARRY STYLES
“…And that summer feelin’
It’s so wonderful and warm”
Makes us want to move from the living room to the balcony for
some sunshine

SCAN THIS SPOTIFY CODE

COFFEE CUP – CONKI & ANTHONY LAZARO
“So I came to this place
Looking for a familiar face
And that’s when I saw you”
This tune will make you want to hold your partner’s hand
while reclining on a lounge in the summer sun.

SUMMER ON REPEAT – NATE VANDEUSEN, HORIZON BLUE

Scan Spotify Codes with your Spotify camera
in the search tab to start listening.

“Someday we’ll find our way to that beach
Let the waves crash on you and me
Taste the salt on our lips”
The song to sing around a campfire with friends
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Shaped by Performance.
Come visit the newest Porsche retailer in the Lower Mainland
on Cambie Street and No. 3 Road right in the heart of Richmond
to experience Porsche like never before.
Porsche Now Richmond
8060 Cambie Road
Richmond, BC V6X 0C7
Tel 604 273 0911
porscherichmond.ca

Winter 2021.
The New Retail Experience.
A destination for Porsche owners and enthusiasts alike. The state of the art Porsche Center Richmond
is coming to the Richmond Auto Mall this winter featuring a 13-vehicle new car showroom, a second
level pre-owned showroom, and 14 service bays for your convenience.

The secret ingredient of many teas is L-Theanine but the rituals of tea drinking are just as important.

F&B

STEEPED IN
WISDOM
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ENLIGHTENMENT CAN COME IN A CUP

N

othing soothes the soul quite like a sip of hot tea. The

A significant difference between the two is that tea contains

type you consume helps to set the tone. For me, it’s black

L-Theanine, an amino acid that is found only in tea and some

tea in the morning for a boost of caffeine, green tea in

mushrooms. It has calming effects and can help to reduce stress and

the afternoon for an aromatic and relaxing midday break, and a

anxiety. It is likely why tea intuitively is something we mostly enjoy as

herbal tisane enjoyed while reading a book in the evening as I wind

a soothing or relaxing ritual

down for the day.
While I may be a tea enthusiast with an extensive collection of

THERE ARE VARIOUS TEA TYPES (WHITE, RED, BLACK TEA, HERBAL TEAS,
OOLONG, ETC.). WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF EACH DIFFERENT TEA TYPE?

tea tins decorating my kitchen cabinets, I am no expert when it

Black, red, green, white, Oolong, and Pu-erh teas all come from the

comes to the origins of tea and its health benefits. For this, we

same plant — Camellia sinensis — and they are all caffeinated; it is

turn to Westholme Tea, Canada’s first organic tea grower located

the leaves of the plant that contain the caffeine.

on Vancouver Island. I first stumbled upon them while on a
rejuvenating weekend trip. I was driving through sheets of pouring

The main difference is that they are processed in various ways. Black

rain, proceeding slowly as it was hard to see a few feet beyond my

tea is fully oxidised, green tea is not oxidised, and Oolong and white

windshield. The rainstorm passed and a small opening appeared on

teas are partially oxidised. Pu-erh is the only tea that is fermented.

the meandering island road. Part art gallery, part teahouse, part store,

Whether black, green, Oolong, white, or Pu-erh, a quality loose leaf

the simply decorated space felt like the home of a close friend.

tea offers many health benefits. Aside from the L-Theanine present,
these all contain significant amounts of healthy antioxidants.

I’ll never forget how the owners helped me navigate the storms of
flavour in every tea cup. The team’s tea leaf wisdom goes beyond

Herbal teas, or tisanes, belong to a different category. These do not

naming the tasting notes to a holistic approach to the entire

come from the Camellia sinensis plant and they do not contain

experience of tea.

caffeine. Their health benefits vary greatly depending on the
constitution of each herb.

I asked Margit Nellemann, co-owner of Westholme Tea, to share her
thoughts on how drinking tea could contribute to our wellness.

WHAT ARE SOME KEY WELLNESS BENEFITS ONE CAN EXPERIENCE FROM
DRINKING TEA AS PART OF THEIR DAILY ROUTINE?

HOW CAN SOMEONE NEW TO THE ART OF TEA START THEIR JOURNEY?

I drink tea for pleasure and taste and am sure the enjoyment I

I was once a coffee drinker, but coffee didn’t agree with me, so I

derive from my many cups of tea can positively impact my health.

turned to tea. At first, a bit reluctantly. But fortunately, I was living in

The antioxidants are essential, and I also believe strongly in taking

Barcelona at the time, and there were many charming tea houses and

the time to prepare and relish the entire ritual. That can make a big

tea shops around. I asked and explored and read up on tea; I sipped

difference to a stressful day.

and tasted and fell in love completely. And if I were to start all over
again, I would likely do the same thing; visit tea shops, in person
or online; ask questions; be bold; try new flavours. Tea is amazingly

WESTHOLMETEA.COM

varied. The difference between, say, a bold black breakfast tea and a

@westholme_tea

delicate Oolong is fascinating considering that both come from the
same plant — Camellia sinensis.
PEOPLE OFTEN COMPARE COFFEE AND TEA, AS BOTH ARE KNOWN FOR
THEIR CAFFEINE — WHAT ARE SOME KEY DIFFERENCES IF WE FOCUS ON
HEALTH AND WELLNESS?

I can drink endless amounts of tea but cannot handle coffee at all.
The caffeine in coffee goes straight to the adrenal glands and is

AUTHOR & PHOTO

generally in and out of your system in a few hours. In contrast, the
caffeine in tea is more like a slow release. It stays with you for hours
and nudges the adrenals more gently.

FLORENCE LEUNG
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CYBERCITY

FRIENDS
IN
FLUX

Go with the
digital flow

A

s the world slowed with the rise of the pandemic,
relationships between friends became a challenge. For some,
staying at home presents an opportunity to try new recipes,

work out at home, or even learn a new language. But, given enough
time alone, even those who enjoy it come to realise the company of
others is essential to our mental health, like water and air are vital
to our survival.
There’s a digital silver lining — with one click, we can hear the
voices of old friends, see their faces, and laugh with them no matter
the distance.
But what about making new friends and forging new connections in
a socially distanced environment?
Like water, making new connections with strangers means going
with the flow.
The open sea of various social media apps, such as Clubhouse,
Discord, TikTok, and Instagram, means we are no longer ships in the
night. For instance, Clubhouse’s drop-in audio feature is like hanging
out at a coffee shop or saying hello to a stranger in the line-up. Discord
provides users the space to discuss topics that fit their interests with
active moderators to keep their conversations safe. TikTok continually
improves its socially engaging features, such as duets and stitching,
which allow users to interact creatively anytime, anywhere.
Most of us grow up with a particular group of friends, and often we
stick to that social circle. Making new friends isn’t easy, but there’s
hope! I find that careful utilisation of social media thins the walls of
friend-making fear in times like this.
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Let me tell you about my new friends Carter, Caroline, and Jess.

on the tensions between Black and Asian Americans for one of my
courses. Jess, at the time, had posted an Instagram video, speaking up

Carter and I had met through Twitter. We had initially connected

for Asian-American communities during the rise of anti-Asian hate

through our viewership of Netflix’s Wu Assassins. In March of 2020,

crimes. Though we are currently at different ends of the country, we

when COVID-19 cases increased rapidly in the United States, I had

remain connected via Instagram and texting, discussing a wide range

an idea to open Instagram video chats with acquaintances made on

of topics, from social activism, justice reconstruction, and anti-racism

the Internet. So, I posted an open call to invite people to join me on

to our current favorite anime and Asian dramas.

an Instagram video call.

Making new friends and maintaining new relationships in a

Carter was the first to respond. Our first video chat went on for

pandemic is truly a testament to our instinct for self-preservation.

four hours, and our subsequent conversations would last an hour

Deep down we know that friendships contribute to our well-being,

each time. We talked about our favorite TV shows, our ever-growing

and new ones help us grow.

reading lists, and we even synchronously streamed shows and movies.
We chat on Signal every day, have each other on speed dial. I see him

Through the experience of these challenging times, I’ve learned that

as my big brother at this point, and he makes it a point to treat me

kindness, positivity, and sincerity nurture my humanity. Distance

like his younger brother.

is nothing but a measure of space and time, and advancements
in technology have all but eliminated them. To establish new

The second person to respond was Caroline. I call her ‘Care Bear’.

friendships you simply need to dive into the digital sea.

As our friendship blossomed, we discovered we have several mutual
friends IRL; we just never got the chance to meet in person before.
Our shared dialect of Cantonese also helped bring us closer as we
fumbled through Cantonese phrases and Chinese characters we
had no idea how to say or write. Right now, Care Bear is one of my
most important support systems, and I hope I offer her something
remotely close.
Jess is a social activist who uses her social media platform to bring

AUTHOR

together communities of colour and close the gap between minority
groups. She is also, most importantly, a dear friend I met during the
peak of the pandemic. It was April 2020, and I began my term paper

RAY LIU
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ESCAPES

HIKE
A HAIKU
O

Waveforms
in West Van

cean or mountains or both can often be devoured wherever

Inlet. Layer upon layer of mussels make the rocks look like they’ve

you stand in Vancouver. But the most breathtaking

been dipped in caviar, and their crackling as water drains from their

panoramas of our city by the sea really require you to

shells should be on Spotify. Mussels at Low Tide — you may also like

breathe a little faster. Lighthouse Park in West Vancouver is a brisk

Rain Storms, and Jungle Waterfalls, and Crashing Waves.

hike just off Marine Drive.

Find a smooth flagstone to sit on and watch the horizon, the

The scent of salt sifts through trunks and boughs. And as soon

freighters, the clouds, the sea — and listen to Nature’s playlist, no

as you step from the trees, onto a rock ledge, you hear the lap of

earbuds required.

water on stone.

Retrace your steps to the rustic cluster of cabins and take a left at

The seascape before you will catch your breath — from West Van’s

the sign for Shore Pine Trail. You’ll know you’re going in the right

seashore to the Lions Gate Bridge, then all of the West Side to the

direction just when you think you’ve lost your way — the path is

distant mountains on Vancouver Island. Unblemished blue or clouds

hidden on the other side of an enormous rock platform. Beyond is

on the canvas of sky; the view is always pretty as a picture.

the famed lighthouse with its red crown.

Next, navigate your way to the pebbled beach where fallen trees lie

If you’re hiking after a rainfall, you can’t tell whether you’re walking

like dinosaur bones — mysterious and ancient.

in a stream or along a trail. At the first fork, you need to take a left,
towards the water, or you’ll miss the best part. Facing Bowen Island,

It’s best to visit at low tide so you can venture onto the beach and

with the city out of sight, it’s possible to feel like you’re on a new

climb the crags that jut out where Howe Sound meets the Burrard

planet — just Mother Nature and you.

AUTHOR

SANDRA O’CONNELL
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Lighthouse Park, West Vancouver, Canada - James Wheeler unsplash.com/@souvenirpixels

Lighthouse Park, West Vancouver, Canada - Aditya Chinchure unsplash.com/@adityachinchure
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Photo Credit: Leila Kwok, Boulevard
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F&B
SHELLFISH RICE
Recipe: Chef Alex Chen

Pacific
Northwest
On A Plate

MAKE THE SPOT PRAWN OR LOBSTER STOCK FIRST.
Ingredients
1kg of prawn heads or lobster heads
500g of white fish bones
50g of leeks, medium slices
50g celery, medium dice
80g fennel, medium dice
200g onions, medium dice
100g carrots, medium dice
1 clove of garlic
1 bay leaf
2g fennel seeds
2g tarragon
2g thyme
60g tomato paste
4 litres water
65ml oil

A Boulevard Kitchen &
Oyster Bar recipe by Alex
Chen, Executive Chef of
Signature Restaurants

INSTRUCTIONS

Fresh From the Sea

1.

Roast lobster heads and halibut bones in a 350F oven for
30 minutes.

2.

Add oil to the pot. Sweat the mirepoix base for 2 minutes.

3.

Add in the rest of the ingredients. Bring liquid to a boil
and let simmer for 1 hour. Skim often and strain through
a fine strainer.

SHELLFISH RICE
Ingredients
14g fennel, medium dice
14g red pepper, seed removed, medium dice
6g fresh chilli, seed removed, brunoise
25g Roma tomato concasse, skin and seed removed, dice
21g onions, medium dice
8g shallots brunoise
4g chopped garlic
6g cilantro stems
1g chiffonade of cilantro leaves
Squeeze of lemon juice
30ml orange juice
30g plum tomato
300ml lobster or spot prawn stock,
36ml white wine
40ml extra virgin olive oil
110g jasmine rice
2g kosher salt
black pepper small pinch
fennel pollen small pinch
paprika, 1/2 teaspoon
chili flakes 1/4 teaspoon
2-3 spot prawns
2-3 whole clams
2-3 mussels

This colourful rice dish, designed by ASPAC’s Pure Vancouver
Ambassador Chef Alex Chen, is bursting with paprika, garlic, and
citrus flavours that complement the bountiful portions of clams,
mussels, and spot prawns. Every bite is a celebration of the fresh
seafood we get here on the Pacific Coast.
The key to this dish is to have the rice cooked to a sticky, moist
texture in a deep and scrumptious fish stew.

BOULEVARDVANCOUVER.CA

INSTRUCTIONS
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1.

In a pan, sear and roast the spot prawns until halfway
cooked. Remove the prawns and set aside.

2.

Add fennel, red peppers, shallots, garlic, onions, cook
for 1 minute.

3.

Add white wine and deglaze your pan by stirring.
Add spices.

4.

Add rice to the pan, adjust seasoning as the rice cooks.

5.

When rice is 90% cooked (interior 10% of grain is firm),
add seafood, tomato concasse, cilantro stems, citrus
juices, and olive oil. When clams and mussels open up,
they are ready.

FASHION

LET’S ALL GET
OUR GLAM ON
After the pandemic,
it’s Party Time.

fashion shopping platform Lyst.” After the Fall 2021 collections were
revealed, Harper’s Bazaar noticed a catwalk trend towards sequins,
flapper dresses, lingerie-inspired looks, and wild prints. Promising ...
Billie Eilish, known for her bright and baggy fashion choices, turned
to old-Hollywood glamour for her June 2021 Vogue cover. In the

O

photoshoot, she wore corseterie in dusty pinks and traded her

nly a couple of sweats-wearing months into the pandemic,

signature green hair for a dustier blonde. It was a reinvention. If

on a sunny spring afternoon, I pulled on an ankle-grazing,

you watched the Oscars, you may have seen Questlove’s gold Crocs,

python-print shirt dress. I had no destination beyond

Ashton Sanders’ lace gloves, or Colman Domingo’s neon-pink suit.

my living room, but I was desperate to elevate my mood and feel

And then there’s Harry Styles, never one to disappoint sartorially,

something other than elastic waistbands against my skin.

who, in March, paired his two Grammy outfits with colourful fuzzy
boas. Statements are being made in every which way.

This became a ritual as the months rolled together. At the end of
another same-old day, I would thrust my arms into the far reaches of

We’ve had time, so much time, to redefine our character and

my closet and pull out something fancy to spend the evening in —

recalibrate our style. Fantasies are running wild in heads and closets.

my grandmother’s ancient fur coat, a gown from a 1997 high school

Hours of thought are going into how we want to present ourselves in

formal, a black and strappy number that’s seen a dozen dance floors.

the coming Afterdays.

I know I’m not the only one. My social media feeds have been filled

Some claim no one will ever wear high heels again. Or ties. Or suits.

with at-home fashion experiments — @januaryjones is particularly

Or skinny jeans. Or anything else that restricts the body’s movements.

delightful. Aching for normalcy, for self-expression, we are finding an
outlet in fashion.

I’d like to believe we are all waiting to emerge from our cocoons
a new person, having spent the last year or so figuring out who we

History tells us that major world events have bent the curve of style.

really are and who we want to be — whether that includes saddle

Spanish Flu: cinched corsets and long hemlines went out, looser and

shoes or velvet capes or sequinned trousers or plaid pajamas is up to

shorter flapper dresses were in. Many are drawing hopeful parallels

you. The post-pandemic trend is Express Yourself, Without Restraint.

between that debauched age and the aftermath of our pandemic.
My fingers are crossed.
After the Great Depression and World War II broke up the party,
people yearned for beauty. Christian Dior’s New Look of feminine
embellishments, figure-eight silhouettes, and luxurious fabrics

AUTHOR

renewed hope and haute couture.
In both cases, glamour reigned. And, in my opinion, glamour is
overdue for a Studio 54-style comeback.
Vogue reports that, “Since January, [social media] search has surged

SANDRA O’CONNELL

for sparkly bras (+137 per cent), pearl and feather headbands
(+49 per cent) and metallics (+43 per cent), according to global
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Minh Pham unsplash.com/@minhphamdesign
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14TH & GRANVILLE
604 257 2350
PACIFIC CENTRE
604 257 2370
HOLT RENFREW VANCOUVER
604 681 3121
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